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WHAT IS  
THE DEFINITION  
OF VISUAL 
COMMUNICATION?



Visual communication is defined as any 
image that is used to communicate an 
idea, whether it’s a sign, poster, drawing, 
photograph or television advertisement.

Visual message accompanying text has 
a greater power to inform, educate, or 
persuade a person or audience.























VISUAL 
GRAMMAR



How to communicate without words 
When we design, our goal is usually to 
communicate something to an audience.

Communication requires language 
That language can be aural as in the 
spoken word, it can be gestural as in sign 
language, or it can be visual as in design. 
The more you understand any language 
the better you can communicate using that 
language. The visual language of design is 
no exception.



Design elements are like letters  
and words. 

When we add design principles and apply 
them to our elements, our words, we form a 
Visual Grammar. 

As we learn to use both we enable 
ourselves to communicate visually.



Example of Visual Grammar in action:   
You don’t need to understand the language to 
understand that their brand stands for fresh, clean 
and healthy food as well as greeters with oversize 
Micky Mouse gloves.



VISUAL LITERACY
- Verbal Solutions 
- Visual Solutions



Defining  
Visual Literacy
Visual literacy is the ability to interpret, 
negotiate, and make meaning from information 
presented in the form of an image. 

Visual literacy is based on the idea that 
pictures can be ‘read’ and that meaning can be 
communicated through a process of reading.



A road sign is an examples 
of communication through 

Visual Literacy



Verbal Solution
Mostly communicate in pure typography  
or text, without photography included.    









Visual Solution
Very important of the part visual 
communication, when the interesting  
visual element combined and meets.      









Visual vs Verbal







Similarity 
Approach
The principle of similarity states that things which 
share visual characteristics such as shape, size, 
color, texture, value or orientation will be seen 
as belonging together.



In this example, the two 
filled lines gives our eyes the 
impression of two horizontal 
lines, even though all the circles 
are equidistant from each other.

In this example, the larger 
circles appear to belong 
together because of the 
similiarity in size.



Similarity
•	Concerned	what	the	item 
 object look alike

• Imaginative / expressiveness 
 / creativity













Anomaly
Intentionally and effectively incorporated in  
a design has a definite purpose, and is used  
only when necessary. 

Here are the most common purposes for anomaly:

• Capturing the viewer’s attention
• Relieving monotony
• Transforming regularity
• Breaking up regularity













COMPOSITIONAL 
STRATEGIES
- Balance 
- Emphasis 
- Harmony



Balance 
is arranging elements so that no one part of a 
work overpowers, or seems heavier than any 
other part.



Symmetrical Balance
is when both sides of an artwork, if split down the 
middle, appear to be the same.







Asymmetrical Balance
is the balance that does not weigh equally  
on both sides.







Radial Balance
Is equal in length from the middle.







Emphasis
The focus of attention in a composition









Harmony
Achieved in a body of work by using similar 
elements throughout the work, harmony gives 
an uncomplicated look to a piece of artwork.





Repetition not only helps establish  
visual harmony, it is a great  

attracter of attention

Visual echo is achieved through clear  
correlations between the colours, style,  

content and typographic elements of a design





Thank you


